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Parenting, 
made simpler



Dear parents,

Our heartiest congratulations to you on becoming parents. 

Parenthood is amazing!

It changes your life in some of the most wonderful and unexpected 
ways. It’s an incredibly rewarding and emotional journey: from cute 
little toes and chubby-cheeked smiles that make you go aww to 
round the clock feeds and nappy changes, sleepless nights and 
exhausting days.

As parents ourselves, we know it can be a struggle when you have 
your hands full and your tired eyes only half open. It is as important 
to take care of yourself as it is of your new baby. So, we put our 
experience, creativity and love of parenting into creating Bluebell  
to help make parenting a bit simpler at every step. 

We are glad and grateful that you have chosen  
Bluebell to be part of your parenting journey.

At Bluebell, our mission is to make parenting simpler,  
so any feedback or suggestions that you think could  
make Bluebell even better are always welcome.

We wish you the very best of luck with your new life as a family. 

Enjoy! 

Best wishes, 
Bluebell Family
help@bluebell.io
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1.1 How does Bluebell help you as a parent?

One
solution 

many 
benefits



Bluebell silently and conveniently  
monitors your little one  
It keeps you informed of your baby’s wellbeing,  
as well as temperature and noise in your baby’s room  
by providing 24/7 alerts on your Parent wristband and 
Mobile app. It also monitors parent’s sleep, activity  
and mood to help improve their wellbeing

Seamlessly tracks your baby’s patterns and
helps establish and follow healthy routines  
It allows you to plan your routine, track memories  
and milestones, and follow the routine with reminders. 
Gentle lullabies or white noise and a soft night light 
create a calm sleep environment for your baby

Keeps you connected  
at home and on the go 
Bluebell’s safe and secure technology uses innovative 
Thread technology to allow reliable monitoring, even  
when the Wi-Fi goes down. The Mobile app can be  
shared with friends and family to share care with 
confidence, and in future, it will allow you to add  
more monitors as your family grows

Offers personalised  
guidance and customisation 
By constantly learning about you and your baby, it 
does the hard work behind the scenes to provide you 
with simple analysis and practical guidance. You can 
customise how Bluebell works to fit your parenting style, 
and get easy access to advice when you need it



Bluebell Smart baby monitor 
provides peace of mind monitoring 
and supports parents’ and baby’s 
wellbeing, from birth onwards

1.2 Bluebell overview



It learns about your baby’s routine  
as you use it, to provide personalised 
tips and guidance. It also helps parents 
to be mindful of their own wellbeing

The Smart monitoring system is meant to be  
used with babies from birth to two years

It monitors baby’s breathing, skin temperature, 
position and when he or she is crying. It triggers 
alerts based on thresholds set for healthy babies.  
We have used APLS (advanced paediatric life 
support) for breathing, NHS guidelines for 
temperature, American Academy of Paediatrics  
for no breathing

This Smart monitoring system is intended to 
support parents in caring for the baby and 
themselves but is not intended to replace  
parents’ own judgement and parenting instincts

It is not a medical device and is not meant to  
be used for diagnosis, prevention, treatment,  
cure or monitoring of a disease or injury

Read this user manual fully before use

The Smart monitoring system is not a replacement 
for monitoring by a responsible adult

For any concerns about baby’s health or safety, 
please contact a healthcare professional

It should not be relied on to accurately detect 
breathing rate or no breathing if there are external 
movements e.g. when baby is being rocked,  
in a pram or in a car

Keep out of reach of other children and pets as 
damage to the devices can impact performance

1.3 Intended use 1.4 Safety precautions

Bluebell system consists of a wearable 
Baby monitor, a Parent wristband 
and a Smart hub. It is supported by a 
Mobile app for both Android and iOS



2.1 What’s in the box?

Baby monitor
a. Soft strap

b. Main unit

c. Attachment latch and unit

d. Attachment stud

e. Charging pins

Parent wristband
a. OLED display screen

b. Soft strap

c. Toggle or navigate button

d. Confirm or select button

e. Status LED pattern

f. Charging pins

Smart hub
a. Parent wristband charging dock

b. Baby monitor charging dock

c. Mute button with indicator

d. Play button

e. Volume up/down buttons

f. Speaker

g. Night light button

h. Device charging indicators

i. Mains plug and cable

b.

c.

c.

d.

e.

a.

a.

b.

d.

e.

f.

i.

h.

g.

e.

f.b.

a.

c.

d.



2.2 Quick start
1. Download and open the Mobile app from App Store (iPhone)  

or Google Play (Android)

2. Register to create a new account

3. Create a new family and add family details as requested

4. Plug in the Smart hub
5. Following the Mobile app instructions, connect the hub to your home Wi-Fi

6. Put both the Baby monitor and Parent wristband in the hub charging slots

7. Enter network security codes for Baby monitor and Parent wristband  
as requested on the Mobile app. This can be found on the Quick start  
insert inside the box

8. Once the Baby monitor and Parent wristband are connected to the hub, 
the system will do some testing for a minute or so. If there are any problems 
identified, the Mobile app helps you troubleshoot and solve the problem

9. The Mobile app takes you through a quick intro tutorial to the solution  
that lasts for 1-2 minutes

10. Finally, there are lots of mini Mobile app tutorials and/or instructions  
for use for further detailed guidance

2.3 Charging your devices

1.

Place your Parent wristband  
over the dock on the far end  
of the Smart hub and/or place 
your Baby monitor over the  
dock in the middle

2.

Push devices lightly to snap into 
place. Charging indicator light 
will come on when devices start 
charging. Mobile app will let you 
know when devices are charged  

3.

To remove the devices, pull on 
them to release



3.1 Baby monitor

What’s inside?
Low-power high-performance 
three-axis linear accelerometer

Medical grade infrared sensor

High performance microphone

Lithium Ion battery 75 mAh

40 MHz energy saving processor

2.4 GHz Thread antenna

Silently monitors  
your little one

What does it do?
Securely attaches to your  
baby’s clothing 

Monitors & tracks: 
Breathing: alerts for no,  
low and high breathing rates 
 
Skin temperature: alerts for  
low and high temperature 
 
Position: alerts if baby rolls  
over on their tummy  
 
Crying: alerts when baby cries 
 
Sleep: tracks sleep and alerts 
when baby wakes up 
 
Activity: tracks baby’s level  
of movements

Works at home and on the go

Long battery life lasts up to 3 days



How does it work?
Breathing rate

Baby monitor measures baby’s 
breathing rate based on the 
chest movements that are picked 
up by the accelerometer sensor. 
Based on baby’s age, thresholds 
for low and high breathing rates 
are detected and an alert is 
triggered. Similarly, it also gives 
a no breathing alert when no 
breathing movement is detected 
for 20 seconds

Connectivity

Baby monitor uses Thread 
networking technology that  
works at home and on the go. 
Baby monitor forms a closed 
secure network with Parent 
wristband and Smart hub when  
at home and with Parent 
wristband when out of home. 
This Thread connectivity works 
without Wi-Fi. An alert is shown  
if it gets disconnected

Temperature

Baby monitor uses an infrared 
sensor to measure skin 
temperature. Based on validated 
temperature thresholds, low, high 
and very high temperature alerts 
are triggered 

Crying & noise 
 
Baby monitor has a microphone 
sensor and uses a combination of 
sound type, volume and duration 
to detect crying. Once detected,  
a crying alert is triggered

Battery

Battery life: Lasts up to 3 days

Battery type: Lithium-polymer

Charging: Charging slot on the 
Smart hub for up to 2 hours  
(from fully discharged)

Battery life and charge cycles 
vary with use and other factors

Sleep tracking

Baby monitor combines 
information from different sensors 
- movement, breathing rate, and 
noise to detect sleep and awake 
states of the baby. When baby 
wakes up from sleep, an alert is 
triggered to let parents know 

Is it safe?
Water-resistant,  
soft and comfortable casing

Extremely low radio energy: 
certified as safe to use as  
wearable device

Position

Baby monitor uses an 
accelerometer sensor to 
understand if your baby is  
lying on his/her back or tummy.  
An alert is triggered if baby  
rolls onto their tummy

Memory

Baby monitor, when connected 
with the Smart hub at home,  
sends detailed data to the Smart 
hub every 30 seconds. When out 
of home and not connected with 
the Smart hub, it saves summary
information about the baby, at 
varying levels of detail, based on  
how long it is out of range from 
the Smart hub. When it comes 
back in range of Smart hub,  
data is sent to the Smart hub

3.1 Baby monitor (contd.)



How to securely attach your Baby monitor

How to remove your Baby monitor

1.

Unclip the Baby monitor by 
gently lifting the latch, sliding the 
attachment unit up and unfolding 
the Baby monitor. Hold onto 
baby’s innermost layer of clothing. 
Insert the main unit of the Baby 
monitor through the neck opening 
with the stud facing outwards

1.

Gently lift the latch on  
the attachment unit

2.

Fold the attachment unit down 
and align it with the main unit  
(so that baby’s clothing is 
between the two). Push the stud 
on the main unit through the 
keyhole slot of the attachment 
unit

2.

Slide the attachment unit up  
to align the larger part of the  
key-hole slot with the stud on  
the main unit

3.

Slide the attachment unit down  
so that the stud slots into the 
smaller hole. This will secure  
the attachment into place

Pull on the strap gently to ensure 
that it is securely attached

3.

Release the attachment unit, 
unfold the Baby monitor and 
removing it from clothing

3.1 Baby monitor (contd.)



Water resistance

Your Baby monitor is fully 
enclosed, so it’s sweat, splash, 
baby vomit and drool proof

It is water resistant with IP67 
resistance up to 1 metre for 
up to 30 mins. But we don’t 
recommend submerging it  
under water

The Baby monitor is made from  
soft hypoallergenic material 

In case your baby develops skin sensitivity or  
red friction mark where the Baby monitor comes 
in contact with your baby’s skin, it’s recommended 
that the Baby monitor is worn on the second 
layer of clothing over a thin inner layer until the 
sensitivity subsides. Please note that the skin 
temperature reading will not be accurate if Baby 
monitor is worn over a layer of clothing

You should also change the position  
of Baby monitor slightly to avoid it  
coming into contact with sensitive area

Charging

We send an alert when battery  
is low

We recommend charging your 
Baby monitor every alternate day 
at a time when you don’t need the 
monitor (e.g. baby’s bath time)

Cleaning

It’s best If the device is kept  
dry and clean

To clean your device, remove  
it from your baby, clean it with  
a wet wipe and then dry it before 
clipping it back on

Do not use any chemicals  
for cleaning

How to care for your Baby monitor

What to do in case baby 
has skin sensitivity

3.1 Baby monitor (contd.)



How to get the most  
out of your Baby monitor
Orientation & breathing rate accuracy

Always attach the Baby monitor onto the baby  
grow so that it lies flat on the top, middle area  
of baby’s chest, forming a straight line from baby’s 
head to toes

External movements (e.g. when in a pushchair or 
car) can impact the motion sensor of your Bluebell 
Baby monitor and therefore Bluebell should not be 
relied on to accurately detect breathing rate or no 
breathing if there is external movement

The baby wearing the Baby monitor must sleep  
in their own separate bed or cot. The monitor may 
detect the breathing or movement from any other 
person sharing the bed with the baby, and will not 
alarm as long as it detects that movement, even  
if the baby stops breathing

Temperature accuracy

Always attach the Baby monitor on the innermost 
layer of baby’s clothing so that bottom part of the 
Baby monitor is against baby’s skin

If the Baby monitor is not in contact with skin,  
the skin temperature measurements will only  
roughly estimate whether baby is too hot or cold

Avoid scratching the small round glass window  
of the temperature sensor as that may interfere  
with accuracy of temperature measurements

Correct

Incorrect

3.1 Baby monitor (contd.)



 

Age

Breathing rate  (breaths per minute)

Breathing rate low Breathing rate high

< 3 months < 25 > 50

3 – < 6 months < 25 > 45

6 – < 18 months < 20 > 40

18 – < 24 months < 20 > 35

24 months and over < 20 > 30

Understanding  
alert thresholds
The thresholds are set as per recommended 
approved clinical guidelines for healthy babies

We have used APLS (advanced paediatric life 
support) for breathing, NHS guidelines for 
temperature and American Academy of Paediatrics 
for no breathing

Breathing rate thresholds

Temperature thresholds

In addition, no breathing alert is triggered  
when there is no breathing movement detected  
for over 30 seconds 

Baby monitor gives skin temperature and not 
body’s core temperature, thus a medical grade 
thermometer should be used to determine whether 
baby has fever or not

Age

Temperature (degrees Celsius)

Low High Very high

0 – 3 months < 35.0 37.5 – 38.0 > 38.0

3 – 6 months < 35.0 37.5 – 39.0 > 39.0

Over 6 months < 35.0 38.0 – 39.5 > 39.5

3.1 Baby monitor (contd.)



3.2 Parent wristband

Helps you stay 
connected

What does it do?
Comfortably wear on your wrist  
for hands-free monitoring

Alerts and notifications received 
about baby’s wellbeing through 
gentle vibrations, LED animations  
and icons on screen

Easily track and get help with 
following your baby’s routine

Customise what you want to track 
and how you want to track it

Measures your steps, sleep and 
activity to help with your wellbeing

Works at home and on the go,  
and even in shower

Long battery life lasts up to 2 days

What’s inside?
Low-power high-performance 
three-axis linear accelerometer

Ultra-thin low power OLED display

Multicolour LED

Vibration motor 900 rpm

Lithium Ion battery 75 mAh

40 MHz energy saving processor

2.4 GHz Thread antenna



How does it work?
Baby monitoring

Parent wristband receives baby 
alerts and information from 
Smart hub (when at home) or 
directly (when outside home) 

When an alert is received, it 
triggers a vibration, LED pattern 
and alert specific icons on OLED 
screen to show that there is an 
alert. Alert can be acknowledged 
by button press. The type of 
vibration and the LED pattern 
varies with alert types. See how 
baby is doing with quick glance 
of LED pattern that changes with 
baby’s state. Shows any ongoing 
alerts on screen 

Connectivity

The Parent wristband uses a 
reliable, secure and long range 
Thread networking technology.   
Baby monitor forms a closed 
secure network with Parent 
wristband and Smart hub when  
at home, and with Parent 
wristband when out of home. 
This Thread connectivity works 
without Wi-Fi. An alert is shown  
if it gets disconnected

Routine tracking

Track baby’s feeding 
(breastfeeding, bottle feeding, 
solid feeds), nappy changes,  
and medication timing using  
the buttons 

Use Mobile app to customise  
what you want to track and how  
- start time, end time, duration, 
and quantity

See what the next task is on  
the next task screen at any time

Plan your baby’s routine on 
the Mobile app and receive 
notifications of the next routine 
activity with vibrating alert and 
detail on display screen

Battery

Battery life: Lasts up to 2 days 
when at home, or up to 8 hours 
if used outide home for 
monitoring. Use is higher when 
LED/Display or vibration is 
regularly used.

Battery type: Lithium-polymer

Charging: Place in charging slot 
on the Smart hub for up to 2 
hours (from fully discharged)

Battery life and charge cycles 
vary with use and other factors

Parent monitoring

Parent wristband uses 
accelerometer to count steps,  
and track activity and sleep

Continually synced

Parent wristband is continually 
synced with the Mobile app when 
at home i.e. in range of Smart hub

Alerts are received on both  
Parent wristband and Mobile  
app simultaneously 

Acknowledgements on Parent 
wristband or Mobile app are  
synced across both devices

Memory

Saves parent sleep and activity, 
and baby alerts info for up to a five 
days if out of range of Smart hub

Mode selection

Long press of the top button 
brings up the ‘Mode’ screen, 
used to change mode of device. 
The available modes are:  
day, night, snooze, flight  

Is it safe?
Fully enclosed, water-resistant, 
soft and comfortable casing

Baby safe smooth design  
with no sharp edges

Extremely low radio energy: 
certified as safe to use as  
wearable device

3.2 Parent wristband (contd.)



Overview
Main display

Displays time, alert, technical 
 and tracking icons

Mode display

Displays mode icons

Top button

Toggle or navigate

Bottom button

Confirm or select

Status LED pattern

Shows baby’s status with easy to 
understand colour patterns

Rhythmic 
pattern

Flickering 
pattern

Flickering intensifies with 
intensity of activity or crying

Flickering 
pattern

Flashing
pattern

Asleep Active & Alert Crying Critical Alert

3.2 Parent wristband (contd.)



Home screen

Mode

Tracking

Ongoing alert

Next due task

Status        alerts & current status

Parent wristband usage

Quick press

Long press

Long press 
return to 
Home screen

Alert        shown when triggered

Confirm

Confirm

Confirm & stop alert

3.2 Parent wristband (contd.)



Status LED Patterns

Learn more about Parent wristband alerts

3.2 Parent wristband (contd.)

Colour Pattern What does it mean?

Blue Rhythmic pattern that mimics  
your baby’s breathing

Deep blue: your baby  
is sleeping soundly

Lighter blue: your baby may  
be waking up or falling asleep

Green Flickering pattern that mimics  
your baby’s movement activity

Light green: your baby  
is moving gently/stirring

Deeper green: your baby  
is moving a lot

Yellow  
to orange

Flickering pattern that mimics  
your baby’s noise levels

Yellow: your baby is making  
soft sound/is lightly crying

Orange: your baby is crying 
loudly.The tones will change  
from yellow to orange depending  
on the intensity of the sound

Red Flashing pattern Critical alert that needs attention

Water resistance

Your Parent wristband is fully 
enclosed, so it’s sweat, splash, 
baby vomit and drool proof

It is water resistant with IP67 
resistance up to 1 metre for 
up to 30 mins. But we don’t 
recommend submerging it  
under water 

Charging

We send an alert when battery  
is low

We recommend charging your 
Parent wristband every other  
day at a time when you don’t  
need the monitor (e.g. bath time)

Cleaning

It’s best If the device  
is kept dry and clean

To clean your device, remove 
it, clean it with a wet wipe and 
then dry it before putting it back 
on. Do not use any chemicals for 
cleaning

How to care for your Parent wristband



Vibrations

Mode icons

Icon What does it mean?

Alerts on Default mode where all alerts come through normally.

Alerts off No alerts come through but Parent wristband remains connected, 
so it still keeps all information on the app up to date.

Flight Radio is off and alerts cannot be received.  
Can be used to save battery when outside

Vibration What is it for?

Long vibration Alerts  
(e.g. baby has turned on its tummy)

Short fast vibration Notifications  
(e.g. feeding time)

Short slow vibration Notifications for any technical issues  
(e.g. battery low, or connectivity problems)

Mode display

Displays the mode Parent 
wristband is currently on

3.2 Parent wristband (contd.)



Monitoring alert icons 
must be responded to immediately

3.2 Parent wristband (contd.)

Baby stopped 
breathing

Baby monitor 
not attached  
to baby

Baby’s temp. 
very high

Baby’s temp. 
high

Baby’s temp. 
low

Baby crying

Baby turned on 
their stomach

Baby’s 
breathing rate 
high

Baby’s 
breathing rate 
low

Note

All monitoring alerts can be 
confirmed by pressing top button

If there is an ongoing alert  
(e.g. high temperature) it will be 
stored in the ongoing alert screen

Mode display

Displays mode icons  
or alert notifications

Main display

Displays time, alert, technical 
and tracking icons



Tracking icons

Technical icons

Breastfeeding

Bottle feeding

Solid feeding

Pumping

Nappy change 
(wet)

Parent 
wristband 
battery alert 

Baby monitor 
battery alert 
 

Nappy change 
(soiled)

Medication

Bath time

Bed time

Other defined 
routine

Wristband not 
connected to 
Smart hub /  
Baby monitor

Baby monitor 
not connected 
to the Smart 
hub (flashes)

Note

Both Parent wristband and  
Mobile app can be used to 
track routine events using start 
and/or end time, and amount 
(depending on routine activity)

See next routine activity and 
receive notifications for next 
activity on Parent wristband

Note

All technical alerts can be 
confirmed by pressing top button

To solve technical alert issues, 
please refer to the trouble-
shooting guide in the app

3.2 Parent wristband (contd.)



3.3 Smart hub

Creates calm & 
gentle ambience

What’s inside?
16x120mW white LEDs  
for night light 

Omnidirectional, high-sensitivity 
microphone

Miniature speaker

32 bit processor

Wi-Fi and Thread module

4 GB memory storage

Charging docks for wearables

5V, 1.5 amp standard micro-USB 
and USB based power plug

What does it do?
Detects ambient noise  
and baby’s cry

Listen in to your baby’s room, 
and speak to your baby using the 
Mobile app through Smart hub;  
it can be muted for privacy

Monitors room temperature and 

Plays gentle lullabies

Creates a soft night light 

Connects securely to the cloud

Charges Baby monitor  
and Parent wristband



How does it work?
Ambient noise  
& temperature monitoring

The Smart hub has a microphone 
and speaker. It works as an audio 
monitor, allowing you to listen in 
to baby’s room via the Mobile app 
on your mobile phone

Temperature sensor measures 
room temperature to ensure that 
room is not too hot or cold as per  
safe sleep guidance from The 
Lullaby Trust.

Connectivity

The Smart hub acts as controller  
for the Thread network, forming 
a secure network with Baby 
monitor and Parent wristband. 
The information flow between the 
devices is encrypted and secure 

It also connects to your home  
Wi-Fi and sends all the 
information to the secure cloud. 
The Smart hub requires 2.4 GHz 
supported Wi-Fi router without 
browser authentication to 
connect to Mobile app

Your Mobile app connects to 
the secure cloud to exchange 
information securely over your 
phone’s internet connection

You can easily set up another 
Wi-Fi network when away (e.g. on 
holiday or visiting family) through 
the Mobile app

Simple charging mechanism

Simple way to ‘drop and press’ 
the Baby monitor and Parent 
wristband in the charging dock  
to charge. The LED light next  
to each will blink while devices 
are on charge and become solid 
when they are fully charged

Creating optimum  
sleep ambience

The Smart hub has a speaker  
and night light. The night light 
creates a soft glow, which is free 
from blue light, to help promote 
sleep. The speaker plays soft 
lullabies and/or white noise  
to help your baby to sleep

The speaker and night light  
can be controlled by controls  
on the Smart hub or through  
the Mobile app

Power

The Smart hub has micro-USB  
and USB based charging and 
comes with with a country-
specific power plug. It must be 
used with the supplied power 
plug

The Smart hub must be kept at 
least three feet away from baby’s 
crib to ensure it is out of reach 
as the electric cable can pose a 
strangulation risk  

Care

Dry wipe the Smart Hub if it  
gets dirty. Do not use chemicals 
to clean it

Smart data analysis & integration

Does initial analysis and 
combines information from Baby 
monitor and Parent wristband  
to send to cloud

On hub & on app controls

The Smart hub has night light on/
off; volume (press) and track 
(long press) up and down; play 
and pause lullabies and mute 
microphone buttons

The Mobile app can also control 
the Smart hub easily through 
similar controls. Use the Mobile 
app’s listen-in function to listen in 
to the room and talk to your baby

Memory

The Smart hub has 4 GB memory
storage. It integrates information 
from the Baby monitor, Parent 
wristband and Smart hub sensors 
to share with the secure cloud. 
It also allows the software on 
the Baby monitor and Parent 
wristband to be updated, when 
updates are made available

3.3 Smart hub



3.4 Mobile app

Your  
personal  
guide

What does it do?

Helps you understand your  
baby’s wellbeing and routine

Gives tailored guidance to 
promote good sleep routine

Helps improve your and  
your baby’s wellbeing

Tracks milestones and memories

Listens in to baby’s room  
through the Smart hub

Share caring for your little one 
with your family members 

Personalise your settings  
to suit your parenting style

Keep updated

Please note that Bluebell Mobile app design  
will evolve to improve your experience as a user.  
So the Mobile app screens used in this manual  
are only indicative

You can check tutorials in your Mobile app  
or visit the support centre on our website  
bluebell.io for up-to-date information

Download from



Monitoring alerts & status Analytics

Check baby’s wellbeing

The Mobile app, like Parent wristband, receives all 
alerts and notifications about your baby’s wellbeing 
and routine. Alerts can also be confirmed on Mobile 
app to mute them. It provides more information 
and guidance about the alerts along with links to 
further advice

You will also be alerted about any technical issues 
e.g. battery or connectivity issues

Identify trends & patterns in baby’s routine

The Mobile app shows you easy to understand 
trends and patterns on your baby’s wellbeing and 
routine. It allows you to look at the information 
by days,weeks and months to explore how baby’s 
routine and wellbeing has evolved

Information can be shown to your healthcare 
professionals

3.4 Mobile app (contd.)



3.4 Mobile app (contd.)

Planning & tracking Diary

Manage your baby’s routine

The Mobile app allows you to plan your day and 
schedule baby’s routine activities in a simple 
manner. It shows you past routine and help you 
understand baby’s routine pattern in a simple way

Routine notifications, once set, are received on 
Mobile app and Parent wristband to follow the 
routine. You can also easily ensure that your baby 
sitter or other family members who are baby sitting 
for you, can track and follow the routine through as 
they can also access the app with your permission

Cherish your memories

The Mobile app allows you to track and store your 
baby’s growth and development all in one place. 
Based on your baby’s age, it will suggest expected 
milestones as your baby grows, which can easily be 
confirmed when achieved, creating a permanent 
record.



App icons
Status & alerts 
must be responded to immediately

Baby crying

Baby rolled 
onto tummy

Baby monitor 
not in place

Baby’s 
breathing rate 
high

Baby’s temp. 
high

Baby’s temp. 
low

Baby’s temp. 
very high

Baby stopped 
breathing

Baby’s 
breathing rate 
low

Activity level

High room 
temperature

Low room 
temperature

3.4 Mobile app (contd.)



3.4 Mobile app (contd.)

Tracking & reminders

Diary

Breastfeeding

Breast 
pumping

Bottle feeding

Solid feeding

Medication

Bath time

Nappy change 
(wet)

Nappy change 
(soiled)

Other  
(anything else)

Add

Save

Bed time

Achievements 
& milestones



Parent wellbeing

Hub control

Technical alerts

Parent’s sleep

Parent mood 
tracking

Play lullaby

Pause lullaby

Hub controls

Connected

Parent’s steps

Previous track

Next track

Connection 
error

Parent’s 
activity

Volume control

Listen in to 
baby’s room
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3.5 Settings & system info

Setting up your account

1.

Make sure you have an internet 
connection

The Smart hub requires 2.4 GHz 
supported Wi-Fi router without 
browser authentication to 
connect to Mobile app

2.

Select ‘sign up’ and enter 
requested details

Select ‘get started’ and enter 
your baby’s details

3.

Your account is all set up

You can add more details and 
other family members through 
profile page on the Mobile app



Add another parent/carer & additional devices to your family

1.

Bluebell is designed to grow with 
your family 

You can access this in the profile 
settings by selecting the menu 
icon (top left)

2.

You can add other carers  
(e.g. baby sitter, family member) 
to your family, which sends them 
an email invite. They can then 
download or log-in (if already 
downloaded) and use the Mobile 
app to share caring for your  
little one

You can add new carers as either 
parents or visitors.  Other carers 
can choose mode on their device 
to only receive alerts when they 
are caring for the little one

3.

In the future, you will also be  
able to add a second or third 
Parent wristband to your family  
by purchasing additional devices 
and adding new devices on 
your profile page (when this is 
available)

You can also add a second Baby 
monitor (when this is available  
in the future)

3.5 Settings & system info (contd.)



Setting up Wi-Fi & Thread network

For the first time

When setting up your Bluebell 
system for the first time, you 
will be prompted to enter your 
home Wi-Fi network name and 
password 

Once entered, the Smart hub  
will remember the password  
and remain connected to your 
home Wi-Fi

Do not connect to a  
public Wi-Fi or hotspot

Adding another network

If there is change in your home  
Wi-Fi password, or network, you 
will see ‘Smart hub not connected 
to internet’ alert on both the 
Mobile app and Parent wristband

When the Smart hub is not
connected to Wi-Fi, you will  
not receive any other alerts 
on the Mobile app

If your Wi-Fi network or password 
have changed, you will be asked 
to enter the new Wi-Fi network 
info

Go to your mobile Wi-Fi settings 
to first connect to Bluebell Smart 
hub. Then enter the new Wi-Fi 
network name and password on 
the Mobile app

Commissioning the devices

When setting up your system  
for the first time, you will need 
to set up the Baby monitor and 
Parent wristband

To do this you will need to scan 
your QR code, which can be 
found in the start-up guide or on 
the bottom of the Smart hub. This 
will add that device to the system 
name and password on app
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Tracking settings Alert settings

1.

Select ‘Routine Tracking Settings’ 
from the navigation menu

Use the toggle icons to switch  
on and off

You can decide whether you want 
to track a specific event (e.g. you 
might only be breastfeeding so 
can switch bottle feeding off or 
vice versa)

You can also decide how  
each event is tracked

2.

Track by only start time or end 
time; or duration by tracking  
both start and end time

Track amount of feeds  
or type of medication

Customise alert settings

Select ‘Alert Settings’ from  
the navigation menu

Use the toggle icons to  
switch between on and off

You can switch off alerts, e.g. 
alert for baby rolling over on his 
tummy after he has learned to 
roll over to his back by himself

You can also delay some alert 
times (e.g. if you don’t want to  
be alerted immediately when your 
baby starts crying or wakes up)

Alert settings for the app user, 
who is using the Parent wristband 
will automatically sync with the 
Parent wristband as long as the 
Parent wristband is connected 
to Smart hub and the Mobile app 
has internet connectivity 
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Mode selection

Changing functionality 

Use different modes to change 
Mobile app functionality on the 
top right corner of the home 
status screen

Mode settings for the app user 
who is using the Parent wristband 
will automatically sync with the 
Parent wristband as long as the 
Parent wristband is connected  
to Smart hub and the Mobile  
app has internet connectivity

App settings additional information

If your phone is in sleep mode or when your Mobile app is closed 
you will receive push notifications as long as these are enabled. To 
ensure that you get push notifications for the alerts on your mobile, 
please go to your mobile settings notification menu and enable push 
notifications for the Bluebell app

The Mobile app, when open, prevents your phone from automatically 
going into sleep mode. So at night time if you keep your phone 
plugged in and your Mobile app open, you will receive sound and 
vibrating alerts on the app
 
The Parent wristband will need to be assigned to the user app 
account of one of the carers (mum or dad). This can also be switched 
if another carer is using the Parent wristband intermittently. If the 
assigned user makes any changes to the mode or settings (alert or 
routine) on their app, they’re automatically synced with the Parent 
wristband (as long as there is connectivity)

3.5 Settings & system info (contd.)

Alerts on Default mode where alerts 
come through normally

Alerts off No alerts come through but Parent 
wristband remains connected, 
so it still keeps all information  
on the app up to date.



Controlling the Smart hub

1.

From the home status screen,  
click on the ‘hub’ icon  
to access the Smart hub  
control screen

2.

When in the screen, you can 
control and change lullaby 
tracks, lullaby volume, and  
switch on/off the night light

3.

You can also listen in to baby’s 
room and talk to him/her

If you wish, you can keep the 
audio streaming on all the time 
to keep listening in to the baby 
at night time. It is recommended 
that you keep your phone plugged 
in to ensure that it stays charged

3.5 Settings & system info (contd.)



Connectivity

In the house

Bluebell devices are connected 
using closed and secure Thread 
networking technology

The Smart hub also connects  
to your home Wi-Fi network  
to connect to secure cloud  
and the Mobile app

3.5 Settings & system info (contd.)

Smart hubSmart hub

Mobile appMobile app Mobile appMobile appParent wristbandParent wristband

Baby monitorBaby monitor

Thread network WiFi Cloud

Out of range or
leaving the house

Range 
up to 60m
(from the 
Smart hub)

Returning home

All information collected whilst 
out will be sent to the Smart hub 
and then uploaded to the Mobile 
app through the Smart hub’s  
Wi-Fi connection

Leaving the house

The thread connectivity 
continues to work seamlessly 
with the Parent wristband and 
Baby monitor



Thread network
Bluebell Thread network forms a closed network with Baby monitor, 
Parent wristband and Smart hub using Thread networking technology

Higher security

As the network is a closed 
network secured with pre-shared 
network keys, it provides higher 
security compared to Bluetooth 
based networks

More reliability

Unlike Bluetooth technology,  
the Thread technology provides  
a more reliable and longer  
range that works across a 
standard house

As the connectivity between  
the three devices does not 
rely on Wi-Fi, Bluebell system 
continues to provide peace of 
mind monitoring if there is a 
problem with Wi-Fi

Mesh technology

Thread is a mesh networking 
technology which is often used  
in home automation systems

Works on the go

Parent wristband and Baby 
monitor seamlessly form a closed 
network, with Parent wristband 
taking over Smart hub’s role 
to keep providing monitoring 
reassurance

Room to grow

This type of network allows 
multiple devices (up to 16) to  
one network coordinator (i.e. 
hub), thus allowing you to grow 
your Bluebell family of devices  
as your family grows

Safer

Baby monitor and Parent 
wristband, when at home,  
are end devices in the network, 
which allows their radio antenna  
to go into ‘sleep state’,  
e.g. the Baby monitor’s antenna 
is in sleep state 95% of the time 
and therefore radio-emission is 
extremely low. This also enables 
longer battery life
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4.2 Disclaimer & jurisdiction

4.3 Purpose of this manual

4.1 Warranty

By using this product, you accept as the user of  
the product that Connido Ltd, its employees, 
agents, members and/or investors shall not be 
held liable for any loss, injury or damage arising in 
connection with operation or use of the Bluebell 
Smart monitoring system, irrespective of the cause

The user agrees that any dispute arising out of  
its use or operation shall be subject to jurisdiction 
of the English courts. We reserve the right to 
modify the provisions of this guarantee at any time 
without notice

5.2(a)
Nothing shall limit or exclude Connido Limited’s liability for:
(a)  death or personal injury caused by its negligence, or the negligence  

of its employees, agents or subcontractors (as applicable);
(b) fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation;
(c)  breach of the terms implied by section 12 of the Sale of Goods Act 1979; or
(d) defective products under the Consumer Protection Act 1987; or
(e)  any matter in respect of which it would be unlawful to exclude  

or restrict liability.

5.2(b)
Subject to Clause 5.2(a):
(a)  Connido Limited shall under no circumstances whatsoever be liable 

to you, whether in contract, tort (including negligence), breach of 
statutory duty, or otherwise, for any loss of profit, or any indirect or 
consequential loss arising under or in connection with the contract 
between you and Connido Limited (the Contract); and

(b)  Connido Limited’s total liability to you in respect of all other losses 
arising under or in connection with the Contract, whether in contract, 
tort (including negligence), breach of statutory duty, or otherwise, shall 
in no circumstances exceed £900.

Please read the enclosed instruction manual before use

The manual has two intended uses: 
 
To provide user with the basic information  
and guidance for proper setting-up and use  
of the Bluebell Smart baby monitor.

To explain the features, operations, safety 
precautions, care and troubleshooting of the 
Bluebell Smart monitoring system

All persons who are expected to operate and use  
the Bluebell Smart baby monitor must read  
the complete user manual fully to follow these 
instructions and to properly use the Bluebell 
System

Connido Ltd guarantees this product to be free  
from defects in materials and workmanship for 
a period of 12 months from the original date of 
purchase, as verified by purchase receipt

This warranty is only available to the original 
purchaser Bluebell Smart baby monitor. 
Connido Ltd. may repair or replace the faulty Bluebell 
unit or faulty part(s) as per the terms of the warranty 

The replacement unit will be covered by the terms 
of this warranty until the remaining period of the 
original Bluebell monitor’s applicable warranty period

The warranty does not cover damage due to 
tampering, modifications, adaptations, transport 
damage, misuse or improper care and maintenance 
of any of the devices

No modification of any of the devices is allowed

The troubleshooting section provides solutions 
to common problems or issues. If you read the 
troubleshooting first, you may not need to  
contact us for assistance

This symbol is used in the manual as 
indication of important safety information. 

Users must read all the safety  
related information carefully

If any instructions are unclear, please contact  
us at help@bluebell.io, visit the support centre  
or chat to us on our website bluebell.io  
from 9am to 5:30pm



4.4 Safety warnings

Intended use

This Bluebell Smart baby monitor 
is intended to be used as support 
for parents in caring for their 
baby and themselves.  
It is not a replacement for 
monitoring by a responsible 
adult. It is not a replacement for 
parents’ own parenting instincts; 
parents are responsible for their 
baby’s wellbeing and safety

The Bluebell Baby monitor is 
meant for use with babies from 
birth to 2 years of age.  
The alert thresholds are set as 
per monitoring guidelines for 
healthy babies and may not be  
as strict as a medical monitor

It is not a medical device or 
monitor and it is not intended 
to be used for diagnosis, 
prevention, treatment, cure or 
monitoring of a disease or injury. 
It does not, in any way, affect 
function or structure of body.  
It does not prevent Sudden Infant 
Death Syndrome (also referred to 
as cot death). For any concerns 
about baby’s health or safety, 
please contact a healthcare 
professional

We have used APLS (Advanced 
paediatric life support) 
guidelines for breathing rate, 
NHS guidelines for temperature, 
American Academy of Paediatrics 
guidelines for no breathing.

One Baby monitor should be 
used with one baby only.

Breathing rate measurement 
limitations

Bluebell Baby monitor should not 
be relied on to accurately detect 
breathing rate or no breathing 
if there is external movement. 
External movements, e.g. when 
in a pushchair, car or aircraft, 
can impact the motion sensor 
of Bluebell Baby monitor and 
therefore Bluebell should not  
be relied on to accurately detect 
breathing rate or no breathing  
if there is external movement

The monitor may detect the 
breathing or movement from any 
other person sharing the bed with 
the baby, and will not alarm as 
long as it detects that movement, 
even if the baby stops breathing. 
Therefore, the baby wearing the 
Baby monitor must sleep in his/
her own separate bed or cot

Skin temperature measurement 
limitations

Temperature sensor detects skin 
temperature. Accuracy of the 
measurements will be affected 
if Baby monitor is not in direct 
contact with skin. Always use a 
medical grade thermometer to 
measure if baby has fever or not 

Avoid scratching the small round 
glass window for temperature 
sensing as that may interfere 
with accuracy of temperature 
measurements

Skin sensitivity

The Baby monitor is made from 
soft hypoallergenic material - 
thermoplasticelastomer (TPE). 
In case your baby develops 
skin sensitivity or red friction 
mark where the Baby monitor 
comes into contact with your 
baby’s skin, it’s recommended 
that the Baby monitor is worn 
on the second layer of clothing 
over a thin inner layer untill the 
sensitivity subsides. You should 
also change the position of 
Baby monitor slightly to avoid 
Baby monitor coming contact 
with sensitive area. If the skin 
sensitivity continues, contact 
us at help@bluebell.io or via 
bluebell.io

General safety

Respond immediately when an 
alert is received

The Smart hub must be kept at 
least three feet away from baby’s 
crib as the electric cable can 
pose a strangulation risk 

Keep out of reach of pets and 
other children as damage to the 
devices might cause them not to 
perform as intended

Do not use undue force to bend 
the Baby monitor latch when 
removing the Baby monitor

For any concerns about baby’s 
health or safety, please contact a 
healthcare professional



Topic Specification

Transmission Thread Network: 2.4 GHz
Wi-Fi Network: 2.4 GHz

Power supply / source Smart hub: 5V, 1.5 amp standard USB to micro USB charging

Baby monitor and Parent wristband: Battery powered

Battery specification Baby monitor and Parent wristband: Lithium Ion, 75 mAh, 3.7 Volt

Sound pressure level 89 dB at 50 cm at 2.0W

Water resistance Baby monitor and Parent wristband: IP67 (protected from 
immersion in water with a depth of up to one metre for up to 30 
minutes)

Disposal The devices, battery and packaging material must be disposed of 
in accordance with the local country laws governing disposal of 
and recycling of batteries

Certification N62133-2:2017, EN 62368-1: 2018, EN62115, EN62471, REACH, RoHS, 
FCC, CPSC

Typical service life Bluebell Baby monitor, Parent wristband and Smart hub have  
an expected service life of 2 years from manufacturing date

Permissible Environmental 
Conditions

Temperature: 5 degree Celsius to 40 degree Celsius

Humidity: 15% to 93% Non Condensing

Air pressure: 700 HPA to 1060 HPA

5 Technical specifications



6 Help & support

For assistance with using  
or maintaining Bluebell  
Smart monitoring system  
or to report any unexpected 



bluebell.io
@bluebellfamily

Parenting,  
made simpler


